Guidelines to Authors

International Journal of Yoga and Allied sciences, an internationally reputed Bi-annual research journal being published by Indian Association of Yoga, publishes original articles (research, scientific, review, conceptual, theoretical, popular etc.) research notes, books review, letters to the Editor, any research news, related to conference etc. from any corner of the world dealing with technical and professional aspects of Yoga and allied disciplines like Philosophy, Spirituality, Psychology, Human Consciousness, Medical, Paramedical sciences, Health sciences, Therapy, Education, Physical education, exercise and sports sciences, biomechanics, Literary/textual studies, Physiology, Biochemistry etc. The contributors are requested to send their valuable contribution from their chosen field of profession as mentioned above. They are also requested to kindly abide by the following norms while sending their manuscript for publication:

Preparation and Submission of Manuscript: prepare the manuscript typed in English with double spaced line not more than 10 pages. Give each Table and/or Figure (if any) on a separate page with Arabic numerals (Table 1, Table 2, and Fig. 2 etc.) each with its legend. Give Page numbers on the upper right corner (Beginning with 1st Page). Author (s) must submit the following:

1) Covering Letter (includes the following statements):
The article entitled...................................with the authority of the authors, submitted herewith for publication to the Editor, International Journal of Yoga and Allied sciences, is original and is written by me/us. Till-to-date I/we have not sent this article elsewhere for publication and it will not be sent elsewhere for publication until a decision is conveyed regarding its acceptability for publication in the IJOYAS. If accepted for publication, I/we agree that this article (in whole or in part) will not be publishing anywhere else without a written consent of the Editor of the IJOYAS. I/we the undersigned author (s) hereby transfer all copy right ownership of this article to IJOYAS.

Date and Signature of Author (Name & address/ email ID/phone/fax.)

2) Title page (in capital letters): This page contains title of the paper or article, (Surname, First Name and Middle Name), Designation and Address of Author (s). In case of multiple authors, indicate corresponding author and so on. Put signature of author (s) against each name and date of submission.

3) Abstract/Summary of the Article: This contains Title of the paper, objectives, subjects, methods, results, conclusion, recommendation up to 250 words and Key words (not more than six words). Do not write name of author, designation, address etc. on this page.

4) Manuscript: Since the review process of the manuscript in BLIND, do not put name (s) of author (s), designation, address etc. here. In case of Research Articles or Research Notes, the manuscript contains an informative. Title of the Paper (not more than 50 letters including space in between), well written introduction (statement of the problem and the purpose with sufficient reference of published work), Methodology, Results, Discussion, Conclusion and Recommendations, References, Author (s) Note (i.e. acknowledgements, information about collaborative institute, receipt of grants from authorized body etc. if necessary), Tables, figures etc. In case of Philosophical Research and Textual studies, Historical Research, Descriptive Research, Scientific and Popular articles the style of presentation may vary.
Letter to Editor/Short Communication/Research News/Conference News Should be written within 500 words. (Author should avoid excessive use of passive voice, past tense and arbitrary abbreviation. Please think about your reader while writing).

5) **Style of writing Reference:**


6) **Submission:** After preparing the manuscript you may submit your manuscript with covering letter electronically to the Email ID: editorijoyas@gmail.com

7) **Proof Reading:** After acceptance of and article, first proof of the same may be sent to the first author/ corresponding author. In such case the author bears primary responsibility to correct it carefully. Authors will, appropriately, be changed for excessive alterations made in reviewers comments. Therefore, the author(s) must send the article complete in every respect prior to sending it for publication. However, the Editorial Board reserves the right to change/amend the article (without changing the concept) as per requirement of the journal.

8) **Reprints:** First or Corresponding Author receives one complimentary copy to the issue of the Journal. **Extra prints will also be available for sale.** On acceptance of the article, the authors should immediately request about the number of extra reprints they need. Authors pay Rs.50/- (in India) and US$ 10.00 (in abroad) for each extra reprint. Extra reprints will be supplied after receiving the advance payment from author prior to publication. Request for extra reprints is not, generally, entertained after the publication of the issue.

9) **Copyright:** IJOYAS hold the copyright as per law. Permission to reprint enter articles, for inclusion in a publication to be offered for sale, is granted only on payment of a fee to IJOYAS. Keeping the Xerox/Photocopy of the article or Journal in a Library will come under the preview of the copyright law.

10) **Address for communication:** For any communication you may write Editor / Publisher International Journal of Yoga and Allied Sciences, RZ D. 20, C-Block, Phase:2, Roshan Vihar, Najafgarh, Land Mark: Bachpan Play School, New Delhi, Pin: 110043 India

11) **Advertisements:** To place any advertisements in the Journal please contact us through email: editorijoyas@gmail.com
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